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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

An apparatus and method of detecting, identifying and
quantitatively analyzing the individual isotopes in un-
known mixtures of fissionable materials. A neutron source
irradiates the unknown mixture and the kinetic behavior
of the delayed neutron activity from the system is analyzed
with a neutron detector and time analyzer. From the
known delayed neutron response of the individual fission
species it is possible to determine’ the composition of the
unknown mixture. Analysis of the kinetic response may
be accomplished by a simple on-line computer enabling
direct readout of isotopic assay.

The present invention is a combination of two groups of
methods for non-destructive isotopic analysis. The first
group consists of the Rr and .% kinetic response methods,
multichannel time and energy analysis, and absolute source
and detector calibration techniques for isotopic analysis of
materials in subcritical configurations; the second group

P of methods consists of reactor shutdown decay analysis,
pulsed reactor or pulsed source decay analysis and reactor
transfer function analysis for determining isotopic comp
sition in operating reactors and fission chain reacting sys-
tems.

All component methods utilize the physical characteris-
tics of delayed neutrons and their kinetic response to pro-
vide a sensitive means of discrimination between the vari-
ous fissionable species. Based on calculated end point ener-
gies for the delayed neutron emission spectra from identi-
fied fission product precursors, considerably increased
discrimination between the various fissionable species can
be further realized by the use of energy-sensitive neutron
detectors.

FIGURE 1 is a plot of the Rf– and R!+ functions
against a variable time fiducial, f.

FIGURE 2 shows isotope discrimination ratios using
the Rf method’ against time fiducial, j, for various com-
binations of isotopes.

FIGURE 3 is a plot of the A .Sf+/A and A. Sf_/A func-
tions against variable time fiducial, f.

FIGURE 4 shows isotope discrimination ratios using
the A.Sfl. method against time fiducial, j, for various
isotope mixtures.

FIGURE 5 is a plot of A.Sf+,a functions against time
fiducial, f, for various isotopes.

FIGURE 6 is a graph of reactor transfer function am-
plitude IWI for various isotopes against frequency u (in
radians/see.).

FIGURE 7 is a schematic diagram of a simplified sys-
tem of the present invention.

The delayed neutron kinetic respnse methods described
herein can be readily applied to the determination of ab-
.mIute amounts of fissionable materials present in un-

r
known systems by suitable source and detector calibration.
Thus, for example, the absolute amounts of individual fis-
sile and fertile species in spent reactor fuel elements can
be determined directly and nondestructively by straight-
forward calibration of delay neutron response measure-
ments.
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Besides practical applications to isotope identification
and analysis in mixed systems, the present methods are
shown to be especially sensitive to “special” (fissile)
versus “safe” (fertile ) fissionable material+a distinction
of great practical importance in nuclear inspection and
surveillance techniques. Full exploitation of the methods
descrikd herein promises a wide range of applications in
the nuclear industry as well as in the emerging field of na-
tional and international nuclear safeguards and control.

The symbols utilized in the following description are
conventional in the art and are more particularly fully
explained in G. R. Keepin, Physics of Nuclear Kinetics,
Addison Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass. (1965 ).
(Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 64-20831. )

Subcritical configurations

The decay of delayed neutron activity following neu-
tron-induced fission of various fission species (isotopes)
has been measured and analyzed into six major groups
based on their decay periods which range from _ 0.2 sec.
to z 55 sec. Although the six group periods are similar
(but not identical) for all the major species undergoing
neutron-induced fission, marked differences have been ob-
served in relative group abund antes and energy spectra
of delayed neutrons from the various fissioning species.

By detailed examination of the mass and charge dis-
tributions of “tie various fissioning species, these delayed
neutron yield and spectral differences have been correlated
with the known variation of average fission chain length
from one fissioning isotope to another. Thus the longer
average p-decay chain lengths in fission of the high-neu -
tron/proton-ratio species (e. g., U238 and Tl@z) account
for increased yields of particular (especially short period)
delayed neutron precursors which exhibit minor or negli-
gible yields in fission of the shorter-chain-length (“low”
neutron/proton ratio) spexies, such as U233 and PU23B.
This “chain length effect” is most apparent among the
short period delayed neutron groups; i.e., the increase of
fission chain lengths in the sequence: U233, PU239, PU240,
U~35, Th332 and IY438 fission, correlates directly with in-
creasing absolute yield of the fifth and sixth (shortest)
delayed neutron groups as one progresses through the se-
quence from U223to U23E.

These delayed neutron yield differences (as well as as-
sociated spectral dfierences to be discussed later) are
uniquely characteristic of the individual fission species,
and ‘can be exploited to provide a unique method for non-
destructive detection, identification and analysis of indi-
vidu al fission isotopes in unknown mixtures of fissionable
and nonfissionable materials.

In essence, the major technique described herein in-
volves irradiation of a system or sample of unknown com-
position with an intense, “instantaneous” pulse of neutrons
(i.e., pulse duration short compared to all delayed neutron
periods, 71) and analyzing, by special methods, the mess-”
ured kinetic behavior of delayed neutron activity follow-
ing the pulse. Modulated or DC (i e., saturation) irradia-
tions may be similarly analyzed to provide complementary
data to that obtained by the pulsed technique. As will be
seen below, the short pulse irradiations (short compared
to all rf) generally provide optimum discrimination be-
tween the delayed neutron response curves of the diffeTent
fissioning species. Neutron irradiations of varying dura-
tion can be produced by a compact ion accelerator, neu-
tron flash tube, focused plasma or thermonuclear pulsed
neutron source, radioactive a,n or Y,n neutron sources,
and by continuous or pulsed reactor (e.g., Godiva-type
burst facility ).

To outline briefly the analytical basis of the present
method, we start with the delayed neutron emission func-
tion D(t) which expresses the time dependence of delayed
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fordrs the basis ‘M the .@om-pt iburst mebhocf of measulim$
absolute delapd Mutmti yields. This mwrhod has beeh
us@d‘to ‘rileasuke ab$olute detiybd rwdtron yields m fd%
dhd ‘ihel-m’alh~”io-n of tdf the .medn fission species ‘of ~pkac-
tiiX iiite’r~st.)

It follows ‘that die ~ritii?ioh, Rf=,, ‘d “cklaykxi me’utrons
ethit’ted ‘in tie iifterval ‘O<r<f fdlmving ah instahta%eous
i~fatlitition :iS.giOeh!~

“fJD(t)dt lBz)fiT ‘~a,(l– ~Xif,)

-Rf-= :-- ‘- “=-----— ; ‘-’

f
~ .D@)dt

~@;)*T-- =

.
,~ai(l+~f)

1
y4)

For later use we introduce the cWhpMnentary .ff&ction
. .. . . .

~R{*3-$RfL+.~&ie’A:f
i (5]

which is simply Lthe.fmction of delayed neutrons em”it.ted
-aftef time fiducial, j, (i.e.., in Ithe interval j<t<co ).

Tutiing -to Oheease W ‘Wumtion irrwdiafims, the emis~
sion function D*(t) ~represents delayed neutron activity
as ‘a futition Of ‘time Ifollow.i@ pa satu-ration .irr?$ation
r(~~adi~tio~ ~irne, ,T.>hi ) at ci3”nStlant:fissioh rate, 5?:

~s~tj = (&)-X,~O,&kit
i “(6)

Hence ‘tHe“timber df delayed ”nedtrdns kmitted in ‘the tithe
;ntetial ‘O@~} following a “saturation irradiation is:

J
“fDs”(’t’)at =’(r~~) F ~~[ ‘~ iiie=a~tdt=

o .1

W.)* ~“(’ailxi>~.l -Je+,f)
i

(7)
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which reduces to

J~fDs(t)dA(@7)i’j for f <<Ti ,-

,,. . .. ,,... -3$56 m, .,, h, F “’:’ ‘fj c :;,,,, ‘; y“ “~
~ ,“, ;,,: ; j :y~’” ~ y t,,,’ ‘q “, , :; .: ;;,,.,’,@ .,+.)7,.,, “:,.,.. ‘,-, qj*L,,, ‘;>:. .: ‘: ,:: ?

,.
fikfiilbn %?ti~t~ Tolko-til%g“#n’instantaneous neutron ir-

. . ... -—.... . .... . . ... -. ---
radi~tion (lrraihatlon time, ~-)’ producing ‘fiT fiss~oni
in the irradiated sample:

,,
‘l)’(t) ‘(/9J)fiTl~iZJie-il’

1=1 (1)

Here, p; (sometimes arlso designated WF) is the ab$olttt~
yield of ‘delayed fiehtrons p& fission atid ni, Ai :ake the
i-imasured ,a’bulxfafices had ‘dekay co fistaM$ “of the i.lila~ed
tieutrcfri ‘groups for ‘a ‘giveh fk~iciiiti”g T@4ies. ke ‘wish
to ‘compare the fi~~b~rs ‘of ‘delayed neuwons ‘Wh’ittietlin
various time :ititeWalk Mlottiing b-6th ,:WtMitafiebus tind

sa~”ritio-n irradiatibltli ~irSt ‘We ci5nsidek a .Sifigle fiision
s~tie$ lat.!fr th.5 fe’Suits ‘Willlbe gt$ne~alire;d to rnfx”tu~es
of ‘*”veral :differe’ntklssidh specie$.

‘me Wlifber of dWa~d -ikitfi%s efhittid Wtween t =0
(end of ;rradiatiofi) zfndan arbitrary t~me fiducial, j fol=
lowing an instantaneous irradiation is

f
. ~fD(t)dt= (6’~)fiT,~of ~aiAie-Ai’dt=

(fiqfi~ ~.ai”( I._%-M”r)
4

{“2)

For the Special bahek ‘oYvery short and very long -chhit-
ing “tirn’$ E@*ion” 2 Mu”ces ‘to

,.,.. (!))

which reduces to,;.,. ,,, ., ,,,,., ,,

We xow e%t~ntf the p~evious defi~itidiw of .Rf_ “SIKISf
fof a %ifi~le‘fi*i@ ‘isolb@ tb the WiW5’spciiidin~:functiohs

“~ .an~ ~~ ‘fO~a ‘ii’ixt~$ tif ‘~”tiekkrit ‘fi.$sibn apec]e~ de-
_- . . . ..

n&S~ ki~ ~tie ihd~x g @ general th~ ‘nu”~~r of in~jor
-. . ...

fiii~oning ‘species “h a giv~;n Sys’tern or ~e~ice w’il not
‘exceed 3, or ‘in tale ‘iiisttinces, 4’). Thus fof inst~laneous
irradiations, Equation 4 may be gehk-fafized as follo-ws:

z(B~)QiQT”~ai”(l_e-’i”’)
~=-u . . . .. . . . . . ...1.. .. -

+ (f%) ‘@a’
,, (11.)

which is simply :a weighted sum of the known $delayed ‘imw
trort kinetic ‘fmfctions

for each isotope, Q, the weighting ,factor being Ihe .frac-
.tional delayed nim~on .yi.$ld (or production) from each
isotope. For the special case of very short f, Equation ;11
re&lw.40

which again is simply a weighted awn of the k~o~n
functions

,. ~llihi

for each ,isoto,pe. .Rrom measured delayed neutron decay
tihar.acterjatics -for, all the ~major fission species, pre~ise
nume~ical values of

and their ,propagated .emors (as well as the first and sec-
ond moments of the delayed neutron decay ooristants and
.+uean lives] have been determined recently f&r.’a}l‘rhajor
fission species.

For saturation irradiations, @uat.ion.9 may be getieral-
fized .as .fo~kws:
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P

f=

n

~

and the reciprocal of ~ is again a delayed-neutron-yield
weighted sum of the known kinetic functmns

~a,aj~,g

Since the expression ~given in Equation 13, &es not
lend itself to isotope analysis applications, an alternative

formulation is the ratio, ~–l., of delayed neutrons emitted
in the time interval O<t<f following a saturation irradia-
tion, to thow emitted in a fixed short time interval, AK71
following the irradiation

We also introduce the complementary ratio, S- for
delayed neutrons emitted afler time fiducial, f (i.e.,in

the time interval /<f<co ),:

These expressions have the desired tractable form of
a weighted sum of known delayed neutron kinetics func-
tions for each isotope, q, the weighting function being,
as before, the fractional delayed neutron production from
each fissioning species.

Letting [W] symbolize the process of weighting with
fractional delayed neutron production from each fission
species present in a given mixture, the preceding develop-
ment can be summarized very simply as follows:

For Burst Irradiations:

~-=[Wl~ai(l–e-Aif)
i

~=[W]~aie-aif
1

For Saturation Irradiations:

(17)

(18)

Limiting values of &ese functions for very small and very
large values of j are tabulated below.,

r<<ri Quantity f>>,i

Precise numerical values of

and
.,

have been determined recently, together with their least-
squares propagated uncertainties, for all the major fis-
sion species. These data are included in the following
table giving first and seeond moments of the delayed
neutron decav constants and mean lives.
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TABLE I.—MOMENTS OF DELAYED-NEUTRON MEAN-
LIVES AND DECAY CONSTANTS (INCLUDING LEAST-
SQ.UARES PROPA(3ATED UNCERTAINTIES)

U2M lyll p“m

~13@I(SeC.). . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.763*0.1S34 17.a713+0.2S6614.6445*0.169S
XalXi(sec,-l). . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4363*0. O1O30.3@34*0.0194 0.3SSS+0.0128
Xai/liJ(s8c?) . . . . . . . . . . ..- 466.05+12643 804.07*22.302 632.94*1O.957
2UiXi2(SW. -2) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6S2 *0.0464 0.376*0.M6 0.564*0.M2

Xaipi(sec.). . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.467*0.2624 7.6SO3*O.1O2J 10,059==0.1657
h,~i(sec, -l) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4428 +s0,0255 0,7 S47*0,0179 0.5169*0.0165
ZO/Ai Z(sec.Z). . . . . . . . . . . . . 460.6S+11.536 219.10+4.313 370, 62+8. 965
ZU,kil(SeC. +)- . . . . . . . . . . . o.75a*o.111 1.712+0.6S0 0.766*0.057

The ~ (burst-response)” functions clearly emphasize
the shorter-period delayed neutron groups and the ~
(saturation-response) functions emphasize the longer-
period groups, This capability for selective emphasis of
both extremes of the delayed” neutron period spectrum
provides two complementary time$iducird methods for
identification and analysis of individual fission isotopes.
Intermediate cases (between pulsed and saturation ir-
radiations) are clearly obtainable through the use of
modulated neutron source.

From the foregoing development it follows that meas-— —
uredvahtesof RI (and also Sfjd, when desired) for various
j values (time fiducials defining various time intervals)
can be used to determine fractional delayed neutron yields
from each major fission isotope in a given mixtute of
fissioning species, In such an analysis a linear superposi-
tiononknown kinetic functions

(e.g., ~ai(l–e-iii)

in the case of ~ measurements with unknown coet7i-
cients (fractional delayed neutron yields) is obtained in
each time interval. The number of simultaneom equations
in these coefficients (i.e., number and range of time
intervals) can be judiciously chosen to suit the precision
of the experimental data and to optimize the sensitivity
and accuracy of the analysis in a given situation.

To indicate generally the capabilities and accuracy of
the time fiducial method, we examine the dependence of
Ri and Sf/A functions on }. Computer calculations of
Rf_ and Rf+ versus fare plotted in FfG. 1 forUas5,U~38,
Uzaz, and Puasg. Each Ri_curve approaches ita limiting
value

f~iAi

for smallf. Relative magnitudes of Rf_ values (and Rf+
values, as well) for the different isotopes are clearly an
index of the sensitivity or isotope-dkerimination-power

of the~method. Ratios of Rf_and Rf+ value%’’isotope
discrimination ratios’’-as a function of j are shown in
FIG. 2 where appropriate limiting values are again in-
dicated for small f. It is seen that optimum isotope dis-
crimination in Rr_ measurements is obtained in the range
of small ~ values (< 0.1 sec., say), ,while optimum dis-
crimination inRf+ measurements is obtained at thelar~r
f values (> 10 sec., say).

The ratios, Ri_/Rf+ for each species, can be used to
provide still greater discrimination between individual
species, as will be discussed below. It may be noted here
that such ratios-[ e.g., Rf_ (0.1 sec. )/Rf+ (50 sec.)]—
constitute a measure of theaverage delayed neutron decay
“slopes” (early to late neutron emission) for the indivi-
dual species.

Computer calculations of the kinetic functions A. Sf+l.
and A. Sf_la versus f (cf. Equation 18) areplotted in FIG.
3 for U~35, U238, U233, and PU239. Appropriate limiting
values,

pilAl

are indicated at large and small j. Ratios of Sf+/~ values
are plotted in FIG. 4. S1_lh ratios are not plotted as they
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are generally too small to be of practical interest, i.e.,
their maximum limiting value is

~/kl

at large /, which is just the limiting mim”mum. value of
Si+JA ratios (at small /).

In the respective time regions of their maximum values,
Rf_ and Rf+ ratios emphasize completely different ex-
tremes of the delayed neutron period-spectrum, and hence
constitute essentially independent measurements. Ac-
cordingly, we multipIy appropriate optimum ratio values
(from FIGS. 2 and 4) together to obtain “etlective dis-
crimination factors” (cf. Table 11) for the two isotopes
concerned. These factors are seen to be simply ratios
of delay ed-neutrondecay “slopes” as defined above for
the individual species.

It is noteworthy that an effective discrimination factor
as large as 10 is obtainable titween the uranium isotopes
uZss and LP33, a faclor of 5 between U’3S8and Pua~, and
a factor of over 3 between L73S and Uajs. Similarly excel-
lent discrimination is obtai~ble between U233 and Th232;
the R and ~ methods should tind extensive practic~
applications to assay and bmnup determinations in Th232–
LP33 breeders and converters as weli as to 1.P3S-PU2SBSJ’s-
tems. Also the large ellect.ive ‘discrimination factor between
UZM and UZ3Srecommends the present methods for rapid,
nondestmctive determination of isotopic abundances in
enriched uranium fuel samples. The smallest discrimina-
tion factor (z 1.4) is obtained between U235 and PLP39.
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TABLE 111.—AVERAGE DELAYED NEUTRON DE-

CAY “SLOPES” C~RACTERISTIC OF ~DIVID-
UAL FISSION SPECIES

Fission species: Rf-(O.l sec.)/Rf+(50 sec.)
u238 _- -------- _________ Z.ofj

UZSS ___--_ ---_: __:____________________ 0.626
Pulse _________________________________ 0,458
U~33 _----------___-________e ---------- 0.290

Delayed neutron decay slope-being a combination
of Rf– and Rf+ values-provide a more sensitive meas-
urable characteristic of individual fission species than
either Rf– or Rf+ values alone, in specific numerical
terms) iftheobserved slopej Rf– (O.lsec. )/Rf+ (50 sec.),
of an unknown mixture of. fissioning materials exceeds
0.7, for example, the presence of UZ08is clearly indicated
(cf. Table III ). Similarly the presence of UZSSis indicated
if measured delayed neutron decay slope falls below
-0.44. In systems where PO is not present (which in
fact applies to nearly all practical cases) a measured
decay slope less than ~0.60 would indicate the presence
Of IW39.

From a practical standpoint, the actual degree of dis-
crimination ultimately obtainable between fission species
as similar as UZSSand Pu~s (which exhibit the smallest
difference undelayed neutron kinetic characteristics) must
be investigated experimentally. Many appreachesarepos-
sible, and warrant further careful and systematic labora-
tory investigation under various practical conditions. For
example, in systems where theother nrajort%sion isotopes

TABLEII.—EFFECTIVE ISOTOPE DISC RIMINATIONFACTORS OBTAINED
FROMR,-, R,+, AND S+I.MEASUREMENTS

Effective Dis- Eflect ive Dis-
crimination crimination

R{- Ratio R,+ Ratio Factor (R,- S,,+/~ Ratio Factor (R (-
Isotorms (f=o.lsse.) (r=xl sec.) and R(+) (f=YJ sec.) and S~+/&)

wf=, un~ . . . . . . . 1.75 1. Ss
v, Fu-_.. -..

3.30 2. 1s 3. so
2.@ 2.3 4. till 260 5, ~

Um,rp!.1.--.... 2,56 2.85 7.30 4.0 10.2
Us~, Fu~* . . . . . . 1.12 1, 2s 1. Ss *1. 19 1.33
TJls$, Uw$------- 1.42 1,62 2.15 1.82 2.60
rw39, u=_-- . . . 1.2s 1.23 1. 5s 1,52 1.94

“At [=20 W.

Itisclear from FIGS. 2and4that still higher discrimi-
nation factors between all combinations of isotopes in
Table II (except PuaJg and U~5) are possible using f
values larger than 50 sec. In some cases, however, the
available delayed neutron intensity may limit the statistical
accuracy of Rf+ or C!+16 measurements for f>50 sec.
(cf. later discussion of experimental technique and ac-
curacy of measurements).

Before any analysis of relative amounts of fissionable
material can be mrried out, one must first identify the
major fission isotopes present ‘m a given system. Consider
first therasponse to fast neutron {e.g., 14 mev. ) pulsed
irradiations. From FIG. 1 we see that the.presenceof U238
as a major fissioning species will be indicated by meas-
ured~vslue sinexcess of thecorres@nding Rr– (U235)
by more than a few percent. The same conchrsion holds
if measured ~ is less than Rr+ (U235) by more than a
few percent. In specific numerical terms this means, for

example, that UZ3S is present if measured RT2.045 at
f=o.1 sec., orif~22.06 at f=50sec. SimiiMlyforsatu-—
ration irradiations in FIG. 3, if measured A. Sf+lA is less
than -12 for f<O.5 sec., then LPss is present as a major
fissioning species. This same app~oach can be applied to
identification of U23S as a major fissioning species in an
unknown system. Thus typical mmsurernents establish-
ing the presence of U233would be~f–<.035 at/=0.l sec.,
~>,1385 at f=50 sec., or A-~/~>15 fOr f~l sec.

Identification of individual species can be carried out
still more effectively on the basis of R f–/Rf+ ratios (de-
layed neutron decay “slopes”) for the individual species.
Numerical values of these slopes (for the time fiducials
0.1 see, and 50 sec. ) are given in Table 111.
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are identified, and there remain’s only aoiliguity between
UZSS VS. pu23s, one can make sevemf measurements at
well-chosen f values (or take detailed niultichannel time
analyzer data; cf. subseq~eqt section on time analyzer
techniques ) and perform lg;ast.squares “.fiti to the data
assuming, in turn, the presence of Pu’J39and then Uzss. The
speed of convergence and/or, standq~d deviation of the
overall least-squares fit to the data’ could theq be used as
a criterion for identification of U335 vs. Pu~39. Iri certain
inspection and surveillarice applications it is not always
necessary to distinguish in detail between” Pu339 and U~35
components in a given system, itbeing sutlicient to deter-
mine the combined U~ss–PuzsB (and Uaso, if present) “ac-
tive” material contribution relative to the Uzss (or T1-@ )
“safe” material (km<1 ) contribution in the system. Such
an analysis is, of course, readily obtained through appro-
priate ~ and S= measurements.

In systems where identification by delayed neutron
response alone is difficult, one may employ the supple-
mentary technique of high-resolution gamma spectrometry
for identification of individual isotopes ~this technique is
discussed in a later section).

ThzJz has been largely ignored here for several rea-
sons. Firstly, ThaJa has neafly an order of magnitude
smaller fission cross section for fast neutrons (e.g., fission
spectrum to 14 mev. ) than the other major fission species.
Secondly, with the exception .of the new large thorium
reactors, Thzsz is simply not used as a fissionable material
in practical fission systems and devices. Its future use will -
likely be confined to large breeder and converter reactors,
where ita presence should certainly be well known. Never-
theless, where Th2sZ is a major fissioning species (as in
future Th232–U233-cycle breeder reactors), it can be
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readily identified and analyzed by the delaye’d neutron
response methods outlined herein. For example, from

P Table I one obtains good discrimination ratios between
Uns ~d Thzsz of 1.72 and 1.78 (for Rf– and &+/. ratios
respectively at small /); and of course considerably larger
discrimination ratios are available from Ri+ and Sf+IA
measm-ernents at large j (cf. FIGS. 2 and 4).

Separate neutron irradiations with subthreshold fast
neutrons (Ens 1.3 mev. ) and with superthreshold fast
neutrons can clearly be used to provide further” discrimi-
nation between’ the fissile-and the threshold-fissioning
species (notably Uzsb, Uass, and Puase vs. U%). (The de-
layed neutron parameters, al and x!, are not sensitive to
the energy of the neutron inducing fission. ) Pulsed,
modulated or DC neutron sources with En= 1,3 mev.
[e.g., accelerator-produced monoenergetit neutrons or
soft-spectrum encapsulated or mechanically-modulated
radioactive neutron sources such as Arn241-”u-Li7 or
Pum%-Li~ (viz: movable interleaving surfaces coated
alternately with the a-emitting material and with Li?)
with maximum E=- 1 mev. ] can be used most effectively
to detect fissile species, e.g., U335, Pu~39, Uzss, exclusively,
with no contribution whatsrxwer from threshold fissioning
species, e.g., UZ3Band Tl@.

While almost any degree of neutron moderation will
not seriously affect isotope identification and analysis of
the thermal fissioning species, U~z5, Pu339, and Uzfs, it
should be noted that neutron moderation (slowing down)
in systems containing appreciable amounts of light-ele-
ment materials can hinder or prevent the identification
and analysis (not necessarily the detection ) of threshold-
fissioning species. In highly heterogeneous systems, there
could arise perturbations due to differential self-shielding
of delayed neutrons from the different fission species; im-
plicit in the present development is the assumption that a
flat-energy-response detector “sees” all delayed neutrons

P from the system equally well. Fortunately we are dealing
with fast neutrons, so the assumption of system “transpar-
ency” is generally good, and high-efficiency, ‘flat-response
neutron detectors are readily available. Of course, prob-
lems are bound to arise in ‘practical applications of de-
layed neutron kinetic response methods to various types
of complex, heterogeneous systems, and a systematic pro-
gram of experimental investigation of the full potential
of the present techniques applied to such systems is clear-
ly indicated. .,.

We now consider, by way of illustration, representative
experimental conditions for typical pulsed irradiations of
a mixture of fissionable material. Modem compact, port-
able pulsed neutron sources are capable of producing
time-average yields well above 1011 neutrons/see. using
the D+ T+ n+He4 reaction. The newly developed “neu-
tron flash tubefl for example, can producex 101’3D,T
neutrons in a 3O-msec. interval at any desired pulse repeti-
tion rate. More intense pulsed neutron sources are being
developed specifically for the delayed neutron response
techniques described herein, and some two orders of mag-
nitude increase in neutron pulse yields are presently ob-
tainable (e.g., 3 x 1012 neutrons in 0.15 psec. with a
focused dense plasma source). Here we assume, very con-
servatively, ( 1) a pulsed source strength of only 1010D,T
(14 mev. ) neutrons/pulse and (2) a geometrical cou-
pling factor of 109o between the source and the system
(i.e., roughly one steradian intercepted at the source by
the system ). Now if we assume a hypdhetical system
containing a mixture of 5 kg. of U235 and 25 kg. of U33B,
all in a steel case for example, a pulse of 101° D,T neu-
trons would produce X3X 107 UX5 fissions and
-7 x 10~ UZZBfissions. This would result in the birth of

P
5 x 105 U2S5 delayed neutron precursors and 3 x 106 UZ3B
precursors. Assuming a nominal 170 neutron detection
efficiency (actually in multi-detector 4r counting geom-
etries, 90% or higher overall efficiency is readily attain-
able ) the initial delawsd neutron countirw rates would be
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U233. A total of 5 x 103 Uzss delayed neutrons and 3 x 104
UZ3Bdelayed neutrons would be detected following each
neutron pulse. It must be noted, however, that higher-
yield pulsed neutron sources and higher efficiency detec-
tors will increase the above numbers by very large factors
(i.e., by 102-101). In a given experimental situation, of
course, the number of pulsed irradiations [as well as the
geometry of source(s), system and detector(s)] can be
varied as necessary to achieve desired statistical accuracy
in each jdefined time interval.

With “flat’’-energy-response high-et%ciency neutron de-
tectors, ~ values can be readily measured to considerably
better than one percent statistical accuracy in reasonable
counting times (minutes, in most cases). The basic kinetic
functions Rf_, Rf+, and A.Sf+lA are known to an accuracy
of a few percent, as may be inferred from the uncertainties
on the limiting forms

~iAi

and

~(31/Xj

[In Table I the least squa~es propagated uncertainties in
2kZiXirange from 2.3 ?ZO for UZS8to 6.5$70for U233,with an
average of -3.6% for all isotopes. The uncertainties in
Za~/Ai range from 1.2q0 for Pu2sg to 1.7% for T1-F~zwith
an average of - 1.4’% for all isotopes, ] Values of (p;) q
are also known to a few percent accuracy. Therefore the
relative number of fissions of each major fissioning iso-
tope present in an unknown mixture can be determined

directly and quantitatively by the ~ (and ~) methods.
Appropriate fission cross section ratios can then be used
to determine the relative amounts of each major fissioning
isotope present if this further information is desired.

As we have seen, the experimental techniques for meas-—
uring Kf (or ~) are simple, direct, and do not require
expensive equipment. The method does not require abso-
lute detector calibration or fission monitor counting (al-
though in some cases fission ratio determinations-either
calculated or measured—may be desirable to determine
relative amounts of each major fission species present).

Since j3 decay is essentially forbidden for half lives
shorter than xO. 1 sec., delayed neutrons are not expected,
or observed, to exhibit half lives shorter than 0.1 sec.
Thus delayed neutron kinetic response methods offer tie
great advantage that all measurements are made in a time
domain which is completely free of time-dependent
perturbations due to prompt neutron higher-modes,
thermalization and diffusion effects (contined to the sub-
millisecond time region ), neutron time-of-flight smear,
etc. Further important advantages are: ( 1) “environment
insensitivityy“ (to the presence of inert materials; high
radiation backgrounds; to prompt neutron effects; etc.),
and (2) the high “penetrability” of fast neutrons through
bulk media+learly of major importance in detection
and fission isotope analysis applications.

Equations 17 and 18 can be generalized to an arbitrary
number of time intervals for analysis of muhichannel-
time-analyzer decay data to obtain fractional delayed
neutron production in a given system. The fraction

~ of delayed neutrons emitted in the rrth time channel
(~._l<l<tn) following an instantaneous irradiation is
[cf. Equation 11]:

~(@;)afiQT~ai(e-ii”tn-, _.-A?t.)

Similarly Equation 15 is generalized to the multichannel
case:
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Thus, in general for q isotopes and rz~q time in-

tervals, a set of ~ (or ~) measurements give n equa-
tions in a q unknown coefficients (fractional delayed
neutron yields). The number of time intervals, n, can
be adjusted to suit the precision of the experimental
data simply by appropriate grouping of individual time-
charmel data from the multichannel analyzer. In the
usual case @>q, standard computer least-squares tech-
niques can be used to obtain best fitted values of frac-
tionrd delayed neutron yields from measured ~’ (and
~) data and the known delayed neutron kinetic func-
tions evaluated at each time channel. This more detailed
method of computer analysis’ “of ~ (and ~) delayed
neutron response offers attractive advantages, including
some ftgther improvement in isotope-discrimination
power. However, for many routine analysis applications
the more s\r~ghtforwaTd Rf method may be preferred
for its sirnphclty and operational utility.

Based on calculated end point energies for the delayed
neutron emission spectro from identified fission product
precursors, increased discrimination between various
fissioning species can be realized by the use of energy
biased neutron detectors (or differential neutron energy
spectrometers based on the Hes (n,p ) or n,p scattering
reaction) in the delayed neutron response measurements
outlined above. Calculated maximum energies, E.~,X=
Q&h rrmge from 2.04 mev. for BrS~ (55 sec. delayed
group precursor) to 5.2 mev. for 1140 (0.5 sec. group
precursor ) and 9.1 mev. for Brgt (predicted 0.2 sec.
group precursor ). As expected from fission product ft-
decay systematic, the shorter delayed neutron periods
are associated with higher end-point ,8 energies, and
therefore exhibit correspondingly higher-energy delayed
neutron spectra. As noted earlier, these shorter period
groups exhibit much greater abundance in the long-
chain-length (high neutron/proton ratio ) fissioning spe-
cies such as Uz3s and Thasz. The “early” delayed neutrons
(e.g., those emitted before J= 1 sec., say) from these
long-chain-lengfh species will exhibit a markedly harder
energy spectrum than the corresponding early delayed
neutrons emitted from the shorter-chain-length species
{e.g., Pu~~ and U~3 ). Also the exceptionally low energy
of the longest (55 sec. ) delayed neutron group can be
exploited to emphasize characteristic differences in the
55 sec.-group relative abundances among the different
fission isotopes. Thus, the use of a suitably calibrated
energydependent detector can provide additional effec-
tive isotope discrimination (-m nonmoderated or lightly
moderated systems ) by inefeasing the discrimination
factors (ratios of Rf or Sri, values) between the fission-
ing isotopes. These spectral measurements—and, in
particular, the new energy spectra of the shorter de-
layed neutron groups (i=4, 5 and 6 )—will permit
further refinement and extension of this supplementary
technique for identification and anafysis based on delayed
neutron group energy discrirrthration.

In its most general (and ultimate] y most incisive)
form, the detaled neutron response method described
herein would involve the determination of delayed neu-
tron time-energy response matrices for each individual
fission species. The measured composite response of an
unknown system would then ‘be analyzed (e.g., by com-
puter methods of matrix inversion) into its component
response matrices weighted with fractional delayed neu-
tron yields from each individtial fission s~cies. The solu-
tions foT relative fission rates, relative amounts of vari-
ous fissioning isotopes present, etc., are then obtained,

as usual, from known (p;) q and fission cross section data.
An auxiliary or supplementary means of identifying

various fissionable materials in an unknown sample fol-
lowing pulsed neutron irradiation involves high-resolu-
tion time-dependent gamma spectrometer y (e g., using
Li drifted germanium detectors in appropriate coinci-
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deuce-anticoincidence arrangements) to observe well-re-
solved gamma lines uniquely characteristic of individual
fission species, as e.g., UZ3S. The required irradiation,
observation and analysis of timedependent gamma
spectra could very conveniently be car~ied, out concur-
rently with the measurement and analysis of delayed
neutron response characteristics. Tn high-resolution fis-
sion product gamma energy spectra, one may also take
advantage of the large yield variations (from one fission
species ,to another) of particular fission product activities
to aid in identification of individual isotopes. The great-
est sensitivity of fission pro@ct yields to Z and A of the
fissioning species will be found in or near the rapidly
varying portions of the fission mass and charge distribu-
tions. Though certain characteristic gamma lines can” be
valuable in some cases for establishing the presence of
individual fission species, in, general gamma spectrom-
etry camot compete with the neution techniques de-
scribed herein for analysis of different fissioning species
in bulk systems (cf. very high gamma background in
irradiated. material and large gamma absorption and
self-shielding effects vs. the relative “~arrsparency” of
most systems to fast neutrons).

Thus high-resolution time-dependent gamma spectrom-
etry cart provide a useful, supplementary isotope-identi-
fication technique which, when desired, can easily be
carried out concurrently with delayed neutron kinetic re-
sponse methods for identification and analysis of fission-
able isotopes.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Practical methods of detecting and identifying fission-
able material are of obvious importance in mining and
prrxessing of atomic energy raw materials as well as in
many safety, mntrol and regulatory functions of the
atomic energy industry. In addition, nondestructive meth-
@ of detection, identification and analysis of fissionable
materiaf in unknown and/or clandestine systems are
clearly fundamental to the rapidly emerging field of in-
ternatiorral inspection, control, and safeguards of fission-
able material against diversion to a multitude of unlaw-
ful or destructive p.rrposes. The new methods of detailed
delayed neutron kinetic analysis” described herein promise
a variety of practical applications in many of these
areas. The expaimental techniques involved are rapid,
nondestructive, and relatively simple and inexprhsive.
The high sensitivity of the ~ pulsed reqxmse method,
for example, in discriminating between different fission-
able isotopes is perhaps best exemplified by the practical
case of u~3D–PuZ39 systems where an effective isotope
discrimination factor of Z5 can be obtained between
PU239 and U2S0. (Correspondingly large discrimination
factors are obtainable between UZSS and ThZsz.) Thus,
delayed neutron kinetic response methods are admirably
suited to the assay of Puz~9 (or UZ3S) in power reactor
fuel elements or breeder blamket material, or to rapid,
nondestructive evaluation of bumup in irradiated fuel.
Similarly, the iarge effective discrimination factor be-
tween UZSSand U23s enables direct determination of iso-
topic abundances in enriched uranium fuel samples.

It is important to note that the delayed neutron re:
sponse methods described herein constitute a physical
sensor of the different fusioning species and therefore
can be calibrated (for given source, detector arrange-
ment ) to give a direct indication of the absolute amount

of each fissionable spscies present in an unknown sys-
tem. Thus, for example, reactor fuel elements of differ-
ent, but known, composition can be used to calibrate a
given isotopic analysis system which then gives the ab-
solute amount of each fission species present in fuel
elements of the same type but of unknown isotopic com-
position.

The basic equipment needed to perform isotopic anafy -
sis hv the de]aved neutron kinetic resoonse techniaue con-

-%
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skts” of three basic units: a neutron source, a neutron
detector and a time analyzer. The neutron source may be
any one of several commercial types (e.g., neutron flash
tube, focused plasma device, accelerator, or reactor)
capable of producing z 1011,neuqons per sec. in steady
state or modulated operatiori, or z l@ neutrons per pulse
(of not more than z1O msec. duration) in the case ‘of
pulsed operation. Typical neutron detectors used are
Het- or BF3-filled proportional counters in paraffin
geometry to give reasonably Vlat” energy response, good
discrimination against gammas, an,d an overall detection
efficiency of the order of 1 percent of more. The time
analyzer unit can range from a simple, improvised, two
or three channel gated scaler to a standard commercial
multichannel time analyzer, depending upon the detail
of the time analysis desired.

FIGURE 7 is a.,schematic representation of the basic
units employed in this inverition. A neutron source 1 ir-
radiates the unknown 2 and the delayed neutron kinetic
response is monitored by detector 3 and multichannel
time analyzer 4. Data from the rnuliichannel time analyzer
is fed into a computer 5 to give direct readout of the
isotopic assay.

In addition to applications of kinetic response methods
to identification and analysis of individual fission isotopes,
a further application of considerable practical significance
is outlined below. From the data in FIGS. 1-4 and Tables
I, II and 111 it is clear that maximum discrimination is
obtained between two major ,categories of fission mate-
rial: the so-called “special” (fissile) nuclear materials,
U~35, Pu~39(240) and U23S on the one hand, and the “safe”
(fertile) nuclear materials (notably U236 and normal
uranium, with km< 1) on the other. This practical dis-
tinction between “special” and ‘{:afe” nuclear material
is obviously important in the field of nirclear inspection,
surveillance and control, which is primarily concerned
with the detection and identification of “special” nuclear
materird-without necessarily distinguishing; at first, be-
tween U23S, Pu23g(2~J and/or U233. (Isotope analysis and
more sophisticated investigations? if indicated, can be
carried out subsequently. )

The special relevance of kinetic response methods to
this important practical problem is clear from the simple
fact that measured delayed neutron response reveals im-
mediately and unambiguously the presence of “active”
nuclear material, as distinct from all other materials.
That is, the unique, “tell-tale” delayed neutron response
from Uztb, P@gtl@ or U333, or any combination of these,
,cannot be duplicated by any other combination of mate-
rials (fissionable or non fissionable ). Thus in general, with
kinetic response data readily at hand it is essentially im-
possible to successfully conceal significant amounts of
“special” nuclear material. This is not to say that a
‘wouid-be violator could not contrive concealment schemes
based on “neutron-tight”. containment, but any container
‘which is “black” to 14 mev. .qeutrons (as could be as-
certained immediately by a simple neutron transmission
measurement ) would, in nearly every case, be such as to
arouse suspicion, whereupon further investigation and
analysis could be carried out. The implications here for
both national and future iriternational nuclear inspection
and surveillance methods are clear.

CRITICAL CONFIGURATIONS,

Certain kinetic response characteristics of nuclear
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The above readily measurable characteristics of a chain

reacting system can be u seal, under appropriate conditions,
to analyze the isotopic composition of fissionable material
in the system. Practical methods for performing such
nondestructive isotopic analyses are develope@ herein.

(A) Reactor shutdown or ‘!rod drop” decay analysis

We consider first the reactor shutdown’ or “rod drop”
experiment wherein a reactor is operated at some equilib-
rium level (delayed critical ) and then suddenly shut
down by the introduction of a negative reactivity step,
—Ak. For the equilibrium conditions existing prior to the
rod drop, the space-independent reactor kinetic equations
with no external source and ko= 1 (i.e., delayed critical
operation ) become

‘n ‘DO~lno+~AiCioo=~=—
(19)

o=d~=Tflino_x,cl
dt l’”

Thus

l~i,C,O l~A,C,O

‘0= l–kPO = ?B (20)

where 7P represents the total e~ective delay fraction due
to “ordinary” delayed neutrons PIUS any photoneutrons
present. Within a few prompt neutron lifetimes after the
drop the system adjusts to a lower neutron level deter-
mined by the new prompt reproduction number,

kw<kw

and remains nearily constant at this “quasistatic level”
until it is ultimately decreased by delayed neutron decay.
At this quasistatic level the original precursor concentra-
tions, C,o, are still unchanged and dn/dt-0, so that

l~AICiO

‘1= l–k.l (21)

and ,,.
.’, ,

~, I–&o_ 7B
~=l–kpl-l–kl( l–~d)=

1 1
k)(l+ Ak/klTB) = 1+ Ak/k,;@

Hence the reactivity value of the rod drop in units of
dollars can be obtained directly from the observed ratio
of neutron level before and after the drop:

Rod vtduc in dollars=~d=~–l =:–l

,aa.
(Zz)

The post-drop level rzl is determined by extrapolation of
the subsequent neutron decay curve back to the time of

do the drop, which inevitably introduces some uncertainty.
Returning to the reactor kinetic equations, if we now

take the Laplace transform of the neutron response n(r)
following a step reactivity change A/r. from initial equilib-
rium at neutron level no we have

chain reacting systems ‘are ,especially sensitive to the de- 65
layed neutrons present in the system. Notable examples l+;~&

are: ( 1) the decay of neutron flux following a satura- L[n(t)]=nO
1 S+Xj

tion irradiation at delayed critical, terminated by rapid sl+ks~ 7$+ Ak
shutdown (“rod drou” response); (2) the decay of neu- (23).

t- trtsn flux following ‘a; “instantaneous” irradiation pro- 70
duced either by a “prompt burst” excursion in the reac- where s is the transform variable. Now the limit of

tor itself or bv an external mrlsed -neutron source; and L[n(t) ] as -o is the infinite integral of fi(t),:

(3) the trans~er function (b_oth ma~itude and phase)
of a reactor in the low frequency range, i.e.,, frequencies
comparable to delayed neutron decay constants. 75
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+j+>ai/Xi

lirn L[n(t)]=no
JAk/T~ = o

‘n(t)dt
.+

Since nearly all systems have prompt neutron lifetimes, 1,
which are small compared to ~&Za,/kj=8.3 x 10-2 (nu-
merical vafue for lJ2~6 with ~= 1) we have the practical
result

Ak (n./k) zai/Ai
Rod worth in dollars =H =

f
~mn(@.iL

~ 12.75no

f
~mn(t)dt

(24)

where

is the numerical value for U235. In Equation 24, no is
the neutron counting rate before the rod drop and

is the total neukon count following the drop. No appreci-
able error is introduced by small uncertainties in the time
the integral count is started. It may be noted that this
technique does not require separate measurement of
differential neutron flux vs. time during de~yed neutron
decay and it avoids bothersome u ncertainhes in extrap-
olation of detector response back to zero time.

As with any rod-drop experiment, good results depend
uwn equaf sampltig by the detector of pre+lrop and
post-drop flux. The resulting elimimtion or minimization
of the spatial dependence of measured reactivity can
usually be accomplished by judicious location of the
detector (or detectors), i.e., at a point (or points) where
response will be proportional to total flux in the system
both before and after the drop. Combining Equations
22 and 24 we have

(25)

expressing the kinetic function Zai/Ai in terms of measur-
able rod drop quantities, % and rrl, the neutron counting
rates before and after the drop, and

J~mn(t)dt

the total neutron count following the drop. Now the
quantity Xai/X1 is rather sensitively dependent upon
fission -es. Precise rmmerictd values of Zai/k, ard
Za,hl, together with their hat-squares propagated un-
certainties for all the major fission species, are included
in Table I giving first and second moments of the delayed
ne@cm decay condants and mean.lives.

For mixed isotope systems, let [W] symbolize the
process of weighting with delayed neutron production
(@~)’#Q, from each fission species, q. Then Equation 25
becomes

=[#-]J- “’%HM%’)”
(26)
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representing a delayed-neut~on-yi~ld weighted sum of the

known kinetic functions, ,

for each’ species, q. The appropriate value of k,= 1 can
be estimated from the rod drop value in dollars, as given
by the factor, ~/nl – 1; itShould be noted that residts
are not’ sensitively dependent upon the assumed value
of k,.

Thus an~ysis of rod drop decay ( i.e.7 integraf decay
data-complete time-dependent decay data are not re-
quired ) can be used to identify and analyze the delayed
neutron production from the major fissioning ‘s&cies
present in a chain-reacting system of unknown composi-

tion. From known delayed neutron yields (B;) Q for each
species the relative .n.umber of fissions of each major
fissioning s~cies preserit in’ the unknown (reasonably
homogeneous ) system can then be determined by the
methods described below. Using appropriate fission cross
section ratios, it is then possible to determine the relative
amounts of each major fissioning isotope present, if this
further information is desired.

If necessary, corrections to observed decay constants
and abundances for subcritical multiplication effects fol-
lowing a rod drop can ix calculated from the folfowing
~uations (assuming initial saturation Of all delayed
neutron group precursors):

(27)

The shape of the observed delayed neutron decay is quite
insensitive to the actual w@.lr of tbe rod drop. Viz A/c
introduces only a constant sca~e factor o,n all abundances
with no change in shape .of the decay, ad Ak introduces
only a sli@ ~rturbation on A, for Ak > 10P (i.e., > $10
rod drop). Also, since we are looking only at the sha~
of the delayed neutron decay, h troublesome perturba-
tions due to higher prompt harmonics are automatically
eliminated.

Although the rod dmp method just described is clearly
best for short drop times (short compared to delayed
neutron periods ), any actual rod drop afways requires
some finite time for completion. In those cases where
drop times are not sufficiently short, the question arises
as to the most appropriate ,t.ime to choose as the effective
drop time for an idealized instantaneous rod, drop of the
same magnitude. The most dir,ect approach is to deter.
mine that effective instantaneous drop time, Tefi, which
gives the same flux-vs.-time dependence as the actual flux
decay curve at long times (many ,J) after the drop. To
develop an expression for Teff, we first consider the n(t)
dependence following an idealized reactivity step f unc-
tion. Taking the inwerse Laplace transform of Equation
23 for a true reactively step, A/c, yields a simple super-
position of exponentirds for n(t) behavior:

7
n (t) — ~ N; e+

j=l (28)

where the uj (also called Sj ) are the roots of the “inhour
equation” and the normalized coefficients Nj are giyen by

Tumring now to an actual rod drop of the same overall
reactivity worth, Ak, but of finite duration, the true re-
activity-vs.~time profile of the drop can be inserted into

>
J,. ,

?

b
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I.the RTS kinetim code or its equivalen~ :~d, the resulting
‘neutron flux v’s: time comiu~d (us@8 N@itive -bds ).

r’
Now if we-let- N’j --represent -the values of -the- RTS-
cornpu~d ‘“flux.rqnplitude..c.~’fficieiits (in an exponential
~superposition”- for rt( t) similar to Equation 28 at the end. ,,.....”,..,.... . . .. . .
of the tini~ rod drop, t.lym the de,cay, of neutron density,
or flux, for @T (where .T is the’duration of the finite
drop )..,can be. rtptesented by. .. . .. . . ...

., 7 ., ,,,,,,
?

ii(t)’- Nj ‘e@-T)
,“,. =1 (30),.”
At long t&es after the drop, the flti decay reduces to a
single exponential term in q (corresponding to the longest
delayed neutron p-iod) so that for ~,1, Equations 28
and 30, can be equated as foflows:

!,. ,

~,eW(t-T.ff)=N,~@I(t-’c)for t>>~i (31)

~Equatiori31‘ is de desired ‘expression for Tef~ which gives
the same t%rx-vs.-time dependence as! the Zctual i fhrx
decay curve at long. times after the drop.

Of course any slight, dependence, of a given rod drop
measurement on residual subcritical multiplication and/or
finite drop time can be’ observed directly by repeating the
measurement a! various. values, of subcritical multiplica-
tion, ,ad “drop tune. .,

If’ the system, under in~estigation is well shutdown
, (~$l(t subcritical) following a rod drop,. we have Al=xI’,

aiid as we have seen the ai and al’ can differ only by a

f-
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““constant factor, and hence do not affect me shafi Of de- ,
layed neutron decay. Then one may apply the time-fiducial 30

~ analysis method (described earlier under “Subcritical

‘Contignrations”) for the case ~<<T1. Thus defin@g ~
for a mixed isotope system as the fraction of all delayed
geutrons which are emitted prior to the tjme fiducial j, we ’35
“have from Equation 14”:,.

[W]~~i/Ai=.f[z]-’=
.

,. .,, total delayed neutron counts 1for j <<Tl ’40
‘~ counts observed prior to f,., :., “

,., ,, .,,, ... (32).
The “above‘expr~ssiori for the delayed-ineutron-yield ‘weight-
ed sum of the kinetic functions

. “, ~ijhi
,’, .,,’

is ‘expressed in terms of the shape of, the ,delayed. neu!ron
.d’ec&yonly; and ‘firm!avoids @M.ible. pefhrrba~, tiuk ~0
prompt neutron harmonics (e.g., ~as cotild be ‘-present-m ~50
the n, term in Equation 26.

Except in the case ~<<,; referred to above, the~anrdy-
sis method just mentioned does mot, lend itself. to isotope
analysis applications. An ,@ternative formulation is the

ratio ~ of delayed neutroris emitted. following time ,55

fiducial ~, (i.e., for ~<f<+ ) to’ thoie’,emitted in a fixed
s@fi time.interva]~ A<<rv “ ; ,”’ ,,
,. .,,. .,.,,, ... , !,,

~ :T’lA expreksiori” has “the desired’ ‘iract~ble: form of a
tieighted sum “of‘kno~ delaje.d neutron kixieticd, ,func-
tions for. each isotope; gj the, welghtiiig’ fui!ctiori”~eing, as 65
before,! ‘tik ‘fiac~on’al’ delayed ‘ireti~on ptitictipg from
each fisgion s~~ies., (Note @at in the liri’tii”’! “ ‘, “’
,., ,.. . ,:, ,.,

!(, ,.’ ., f<<7~ ~+A-l[ W] ZUl/ii’ :
70

“w~ch is “esiieritially the reciprocal o$’~. ) .”.1, ,
,, .}. ,,. ,. :,. _

,By:varymg f m Sf+,a measurements, one can obtain any
desired number of determinations of relative delayed neu~
ppn production in, an- unknown system. Also to check on
possible pert@bations due to initial powek level and self- 78,..

! 18,
multiplication of the shutdown system following the rod

drop, ~ measurements can be repeated at various ini-
tidpower levels and at various shutdown reactjvity,values.
If necess~y, appropriate corrections can be applied for
these effects as well as finite, rod drop times.

It is noteworthy pat the ‘~A method provides rnsxi-
mum ‘discrimination bd,ween U2S8 ahd the “special” nu-
clear materials (notably UZSSand’ P@g) it large } vrdues.

This is il@t.rated in FIG. 5 showing A.= for the spe-
cies U23@,PU2SOQ?),I_P r@i the ratios (dashed curve) of

A.=. values for IFss compared to an average of VS6

and PU239together. It wiU be uoted that A.= vahres for
PU13Qare greater than those for U33~ at small f and are
smaller than for U1S6 at large f. At the cross-over point,

.$ 1,
z 175 sec., A-~& values @ Pu??9 and U33Bare equaf so
a measurement at this valu-e of ,.f would distinguish be-
tween U33fIarid the combiqe.d U~35 plus Pu230t24@ present,
with an effective discrimination, factor of 3.1, as shown

by the ‘dashed curve in FIG, 5. Sf+,A measurements at
other j values can of course be used to distinguish between
I-P35 and PU23Band other isotopes, if present (cf. FIG. 4).

The ultimate in isotope’: disc~minatioti power is to be
expected from a multichannel anafysis of delayed neutron
decay following shutdown, rather, than, the / time-fiducial

method used in ~ analysis (wfiich, for a single } value,
amounts to two time channels). TINIS Equation 16 can be
generalized to an arbitrary number of time channels (the
nth time channel being the interval tn_l <t< tn) as follows:

Thus, in general for q isotopes and nzq time intervala,

a set of ~ measurements give n equations in ‘q unknown
coefficients (fractional delayed neutron yields ). The imm”-
ber of time intervals, n, can be adjusted to suit the pre-
cision of the expenmentaf data simply by appropriate
grouping of individual time-chanhel data from the nmlti-
channel time anafyzer. In the usual case n>q, standard
computer least-squares techniques can be used to obtain
best fitted values of fractional delayed neutron yields from

‘measured ~ data and the known delayed neutron @etic
‘functions evaluated at each time channel. This more de-

tailed method of computer analysis of ~ delayed neu~on
}eiponse offers attractive advantages, including some @r-

ther improvement in isotope-dkcrimination power. How-
ever, for many routine rod-drop analysis applications the
more direct f time-fiducial methods discussed herein will
probably be generally preferred for their simplicity and
operational utility. ,,

(B) Pulsed reactor “or pulsed source decay analysis

We consider now the decay of neutron flux following an
“instantaneous” irradiation produced by one of two meth-
ods: ( 1) a “prompt burst” excursion plus scram shutdown
of a pulsed reactor itself or (2) by pulsing the shutdown
system with an external pulsed neutron source of sufficient-
ly large yield. [The Dense Plasma Focus device recently
described provides an extremely intense, compact, pulsed
neutron source (.-J 1013 D,T neutrons in z 10-7 sec. )
,which should be quite adequate for pulse decay analysis
of some types of reactors. ] If the reactor or chain-reacting
system is well shutdown (2$10 subcritical) following such

instantaneous irradiations, then the ~ method of isotopic
‘inalysis developed heretofore can be applied directly. Per-
turbations due to residual self-multiplication following the
burst ca,n be investigated-and often essentially elimi-
nated—by varying the final multiplication of the system:
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In cases where multiplication effects camot be el.~~ted
tiv redu~iri~’refidual multipficafion sufficiently,.iheh ap-

Sia3ke. ““’,,+, :
~ all k~,etlc resp@e ekpenmenta described herein

{both ‘satqra~~ aii~ ~strbifaneous irradiatitma), ‘the use
df stiitab~~W$~~~ti~ we:ergy~e~ndent detectors ”r.an pro-
* tidltlo~al effedsye 5s@pe discrimination’ ~-m non-
moderritkd {or “Ittilifiy‘%mi%~$ekf @stems) by idcreasirig
the @mirmm3“ him “f-~ors &tieen the idvidual ?ission-
ing Am@S.

(c) “I@.Mtor tr&sfer fimction analysis

‘The z&o power Actor transfer function W (j.)
@xpresses’we cd@~: fespodse (amplitude and phase) “of
.mcmmondensity b tibsciilatims of rea@iv-@ withtitmx
W(&) -can tie *ittem

where j=~?, arid u is the angular frequency of the im-
~.med reactivity oscillation in radians/see. W (jw) rep-
resents the fractional change in power level per unit am-
plitsde bf * re.activity tititioh. At low fkquimcies
.(.@<~A’) @e trada furmtion magtitude, !lW~, ap-
,pmaches the asymptotic form:

.hr U’<<@ andllfl<<z ,/4. For Al practical ~
@eae oumditiosm ase sstkfied fm <10-2. Lhvfmmsnteky,
Equation 35 behq.ponlinear does not lend itself to@-
tcqkk.“~alysis ap@icaiions, ‘but it can %s reduced to ihe
d&rcd !inerir forth

pVl[wxai/A,l-’ (36)

‘subject& the h@herOOndition that

It can be seen from the data in Table I that this candi-
tion is reasonably well satisfied in the frequency range
:Mb3<a%ao–’- ifllc :a ‘sympbtk form of E@tion 36
g.ks tk fidknvi~ ~j @cpenrfenoe at low f_tii2ies:

lW..=f).0785U-l for IY35

~~=0.0683w-l for pu239

.G3mrasta cdctskted IWI values vs. . are plotted in
~~. 6 fa U235, U’38 and P@”. The lWj cmves in FIG.
6 aw seen to approach their Iow+iequmcy “asymptotk
brm (i.e., straight line with slope –1 on hog !og plot) in
,tie range 1b3<@~IH

h Table IV we compare JW~and @ vahm at w= MN
(a representative low fr--qmncy] and at AI= 10 (am.pre-
acntative higher frequency, where delayed neutron effixts
are no longer ‘irn,poftant and lWj ap~osches unity).

“!IWRLS It?*.-m@&w3m.@ EwJ&moh7 MA@tmsJDE ! ABu)
RHASE .COMPAEJSON.S, .A&, REPRESENTA~ME,LO~ AND

~ m49Y3 *RB@R~c3f9M3 f+ <@itMii) , ~; ., ,:,
,,,. ...

,,,&l& “ ‘“ ‘“ U-M’” - -,
, ,.’ :.) , : ,. , ,..: 3. ,.: !,.;; , , ... ,, ..:.. .i

j~l : ,:,: ;*’ ,,.’ ,’.. .-, . ::l?!. , “., *

u=.---..: . . . .. / ‘s.mm ‘~-~.bz Lwsi -i;~l
@P_. --L-..L... ~@6@ -76.* : !L~2s ‘-4Z9
-Pu~-.: . . . . . ..- 7.4s22 -n., q. l..~ -2$7

Values of IWI at 0= l~z, normalized to the vrdue of
IWl at W= 10, stari~ ;n “’thefolb~lng ‘ratios (“isotope dis-
crimination ratios”) for the various species considered
h~e:’ , . . -“

,.. ;
,, .!. ... !,. .*Juaa8=&.qi0 $, ‘. ., ,

@n@=L85 -.,

,,’ @8_~34=y.5 .

.,”.
~238_~%9EI= ll.~~ ‘ ‘

u235_p&=3.50

% gemmal, ~~ ‘values can be deterin%d ex@”ti&-
tally to better than 1% and phase an@eS &n be”‘rn&x-
ured to approximat@y *10, %0 “the‘tecfmic~fer@#lity
of isdtope kiistrimiriation via transfer Tr@ticm, aiialysis
is clea~. We “we ‘fioin tie abti indicated isotope ~s-
crim”mkticm ratios that measurements of the s?uzfi of ‘ik
IWI vs. w mmve <i.e., 1~ values at iow fie@nmcies rr@-
maiiicd ~ iW$= 1 dt high -q) -tan pr~. S
quantitative i.@cation of the fission-isot~ c~
of an udmosvn system. Only the ratio of two ,~W~va~
is used in this method so that absolute @li.brat@s of
detectors, source, etc., are not required. Isotopic ~alyk
by the IWl shape factor method can be augmented by _
measured phase at a given low frequetwy, as fdr exiimple
at w= 10–l.

The asymptotic Wm of tle reactor trsmsfer function
given in Equation 36 for ‘a singfe #@iwn i.mtope is readily
extended to a composite system; viz the reciprocal of
]WI for a composite system containing g i50to~s is ,

.~ (iW)** ~a;kj%iu
Iw];:p.=

~ (fi)aFU
(38)

which h’ ‘a ~h~kd-~ti~-ydd wei@ted ~ of &e
ksmtia kine@c ticm ,,

,.,.
,~,al~ja ,’,,

T&rs rrlea&ti +7dlieS& ‘,

IW’I;L. .“”
for Yqipps w ~ih ~ I.qw fle@e&.y rmtge, a= lo-a,), -
be tis6d to determine relative dela~~d @on yi~ from
each major fissioning isotope” h an unknowri system. In
such an analysis a @near supqmm M&of the known func- .
tions

~.iu/~ia

with unknown. ~oafTici@s (@tiQgal ~da~d.. mXslfon
filds) ~ O* ~t:.each w w@e. :me.,?mnsber. tsf~tmh
s-~~e,o,~, ,** * *,* ,C*PB, mn. be md~
jtiti.@ S- @’ ~ecisionaf *, e~ . @at**
itandti~’ ‘;i$rn~iv~i~ Sqmmq ~w *,.@ ?ob-
tain best fitted”{~ues ‘of fract@@ @elayed rieutron yields.
The relative ~~r: uif &s* ,~f -~cfi major fission
species can then be determined ~rorn ,k~rt, .~yed, ~;
tron yields, and ~ relative amb~ @ eWh ihioh ‘~.
ties thmi ,mstiraated from appropriate **n citiii se~lon
ratios. i’ ,, ..,. ... ..,,. ,;’ ,;

Rmtssr ~er ~s ~ isshe@M!y k&%@ to
&3MSOlE‘*i * low &qlJ&~ of- -g. ‘*
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b ( 10-3<~< lo-~), due to stability problems, power-swing
limitations on permissible reactivity amplitudes, and long-

P term drift effects. This is true of the conventional pile
oscillator method, as well as newer statisticrd methods
such as pile noise spectrum measurements, and cross-
correlation of pseudorandom modulated reactivity or
modulated sources. Despite these difficulties it should
certainly be possible to measure low frequency transfer
functions with sufficient accuracy for application of the
isotopic analysis technique described herein. The pile os-
cillator method, for example, can be extended to low
frequencies (W= 10–3) by use of input-output cross-cor-
relation techniques with long correlation times to reduce
drift and uncorrelated background response. At present
the rod drop method (taking Fourier transform of rod
drop decay to get transfer function) or the pulse response
method (taking Laplace transform of pulse response to
get transfer function) appear to offer the best means of
measuring low frequency transfer functions. The use of
transfer functions in reactor isotopic analysis would
clearly be most advantageous on those reactors where
transfer function measuring equipment is already in-
stalled and in use.

Finally, it should be noted that the problem of non-
destructive isotopic analysis in large power reactors will
always be complicated by large spatial heterogeneities,
when present, i.e., when the relative concentrations of
fissioning nuclei (and also fission rate) depend strongly
on position within the reactor. Such space dependent ef-
fects [location and geometry of sources, differential
shielding due to intervening matmial ‘between various
source points and detector (s) ], will inevitably complicate
any scheme for isotopic anrdysis of “in place” compo-
nents in large heterogeneous reactors. In view of this very
fundamental limitation, one seeks the maximum penetra-
bility (through typical reactor materials) for both the

P “probe” (if used ) and the “res~nse signal” employed in
an isotopic analysis scheme. Clearly fast neutrons (e.g.,
14 mev. as “probe” and 4.5 mev. (delayed neutrons) as
“response signal” ) will best satisfy this fundamental
“penetrability” criteron. In addition, the use of a fast-
neutron response signal permits maximum “environment
insensitivity” inasmuch as fast neutron detectors can be
designed to discriminate very effectively against high
radiation backgrounds. In many practical cases, if a well-
defined highly-penetrating (e.g., 14 rnev. ) fast neutron
beam is used as a probe, the delayed neutrons observed
will have originated horn the known “ray path” of the
incident probe neutrons.

Despite the great advantages of maximum penetrabil-
ity, environment insensitivity, and isotope discrimination
afforded by fast neutron observation, the inherent com-
plexities introduced by large spatial (and energy) hetero-
geneities in some reactors remain formidable indeed. This
suggests an empirical approach to isotope identification in
complex reactors whereby the kinetic response methods
described herein are calibrated—for a given type of re-
actor—against ditTerent, known, isotopic compositions.

e Where strong spatial effects are observed, they can gen-
erally be dealt with by suitable spatial distribution of
detectors. Local changes in isotopic composition (e.g.,
breeding in blanket material) can be investigated with
fast neutron detectors suitably located around (and/or
within ) the reactor (viz in ditl’erent representative regions
of core, reflector, or blanket). The development of minia-
ture pulsed neutron probe-plus-response instrumentation
is already quite advanced for applications in the oil well
logging field. Such existing technology could perhaps be
incorporated into an “isotope-assay probe” (or an “iso-

F
tope-assay shutdown rod”) specifically designed and lo-
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cated for assay and inspection purposes in power reactors
(e.g., reentrant in reflector of fast breeders).

Even in complex large heterogeneous systems, then,
each of the kinetic response methods described herein can
be viewed as a physical sensor of different fissioning
species, exhibiting a measurable change in response which
is directly calibrated against a known change in isotopic
composition at a given representative position in a given
type of reactor (thereby assuring proper neutron impor-
tance weighting at each position). The spatial symmetry
characteristics of most practical systems would limit the
required number of. representative (unique ) detector loca-
tions to a reasonably small number. Of course, in reason-
ably homogeneous reactors (and probably even in many
heterogeneous systems) these added complexities of space-
dependent instrumentation would be quite unnecessary for
practical isotopic analysis applications.

What is claimed ‘is:
1. A method of nondestructive detection, identification

and analysis of the individual fission species in an un-
known mixture comprising irradiation of said mixture
with a source of neutrons, measuring the delayed neutron
response from said mixture and determining the composi-
tion of said mixture by analysis of the delayed neutron
response in terms of the known neutron response for each
of the individual fission species.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the delayed neutron
response measured ‘is the kinetic response in terms of time
and energy.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the neutron source is
pulsed.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the gamma energy
spectra from said mixture is also detected and analyzed.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the neutron source
and detectors are calibrated in absolute values to deter-
mine the absolute amounts of fissionable materials present
in said mixture.

6. A method of nondestructive isotopic analysis in op-
erating reactors comprising detecting and measuring the
neutron flux from the reactor prior to shutdown, shutting
down the reactor, measuring the delayed neutron flux after
shutdown and determining the isotopic composition of the
material within the reactor by analysis of the pre-shutdown
and post-shutdown flux in terms of known flux decay char-
acteristics for each of the individual fission species.

7. An apparatus for the nondestructive detection, iden-
tification and analysis of individual fission species in an
unknown mixture comprising neutron source means for
irradiating the mixture, detection means to detect the
delayed neutron kinetic response from the mixture, and
analyzing means for identifying and determining quan-
titatively the individual fission species comprising the mix-
ture using the known delayed neutron kinetic response for
each individual fission species.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the analyzing
means is a multichamel time and energy analyzer and an
on-line computer.

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein the neutron source
means is an accelerator.
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